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THE 2015 FLOODS AT  CHENNAI, CUDDALORE AND NAGAPATTINAM

Global warming and the effects of climate change are 
of serious concern to India and it is particularly so for 
Tamil Nadu as has been proved in the recent floods that 
wreaked havoc in the lives of the people of the State. 
To address the issue of global warming, recently, at 
Paris 195 countries adopted the first ever legally 
binding global climate deal, though it was more 
favourable to the developed countries.

From October to December each year Tamil Nadu  and 
the union territory of Puducherry, receives up to 49 
percent of its annual rainfall from the Northeast 
monsoon. Depression and storms are very common 
annual affairs during this period. The city of Chennai 
alone experienced five major floods between 1943 and 
2005, with the 1943, 1978 and 2005 floods causing 
severe damage.  Cuddalore and Nagapattinam were 
also no stranger to storms, cyclones and heavy rains as 
these areas get affected almost every year during this 
period.

Chennai, a city like no other city has the distinction of 
four rivers running through it with innumerable water 
bodies. 'Kosasthalaiyar River, also known as 
Kortalaiyar in Manali a distributary, is one of the four 

rivers that flow in Chennai. The 136-kilometre (85 mi) 
river originates near  Kaveripakkam in Vellore district  
and drains into the Bay of Bengal. 

The Buckingham canal in Chennai had the capacity to 
carry up to 5,600 cubic feet per second (cusecs) of 
water when it was intact. For instance, it had a link to 
the Cooum river and the Adayar river.

Adyar  or Adayar, originating near the Chembaram-
bakkam lake in Kancheepuram district  runs through 
Chennai and joins the Bay of Bengal at the Adyar 
Estuary. The 42.5-kilometre (26.4 mi) long river 
contributes to the  of Chennai.  estuarine eco system 
The river collects surplus water from about 200 tanks 
and lakes, small streams and the rainwater drains in the 
city, with a combined catchment area of 860 square 
kilometres (331 sq mi). 

Cooum river is one of the oldest rivers of Chennai. It 
originates from a small village, Cooum in Tiruvallur 
district, about 70 Kms away from Chennai. The length 
of the river is about 65 Kms, of which 18 Km fall 
within the City limits. It runs through Arumbakkam, 

at Mambakam

at Villivakkam

at Cuddalore
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Aminjikarai, Choolaimedu, Chetput, Egmore, 
Chintadripet and Chepauk.

About two decades ago, there were about 650 
waterbodies existed in Chennai  as per a research 
project by the Centre for Environmental and Water 
Resource Engineering, IIT Madras. Of these, more 
than half of them were located south of  the river 
Adyar.  At present, only a fraction of the 650 
waterbodies remain.  Most of the waterbodies within 
the city have vanished and only a few remain in the 
immediate periphery as per the second Master Plan for 
Chennai.  The area of 19 major lakes has  shrunk from 
a total of 1,130 hectares to nearly 645 hectares 
according to records of the Water Resources 
Department (WRD). 

Rapid urbanization and industrialization has led to 
large scale encroachment into water bodies. Houses, 
apartment complexes, colleges and buildings are built 
over lakes, causing them to perish and obstructing the 
flow of water. With real estate and land prices 
skyrocketing, people are scrambling to get their hands 
on any piece of land, and often end up building on 
areas where lakes used to exist not so long ago. Even 
though Chennai receives an average rainfall of 129cm, 
well above the national average, encroachment allows 
only 5% of this water to percolate into the ground.

The State Government, over the years  has been the 
leader in encroaching the riversides and other 
waterbodies in Chennai. Various government owned 
structures within the city  are actually encroachments, 
many built upon water bodies themselves. The second 
runway of the Chennai airport, Koyambedu bus 
terminus, the entire IT Corridor, ring roads flanking 
the city and the Adyar Eco Park are some examples 
cited by them. The state government has  also ignored 
existing rules and given permission for private 
developers to build wantonly in catchment areas of 
water bodies and along the rivers.

Experts are of the opinion that even with the existing 
waterbodies, the damages could have been reduced, 
had the Government done the cleaning of sewages,  
desilted the lakes and strengthened the riverbanks. 
With enough prior  information on the heavy rains that 
would happen at Chennai, it could have warned the 
public in advance. Some felt that opening of the  
Chembarambakkam lake without notice and  
discharging enormous  quantity of water  in the midst 
of night  was also a reason for the disaster. 
Consequently, hundreds of lives were lost and 
thousands of crores worth properties destroyed. In 
short,  many experts in various fields opined that  it 
was not a Natural Disaster, but a Government made 
Disaster .

at Cuddalore

at Cuddalore



The reasons for the loss due to floods at Cuddalore and 
Nagapattinam was allegedly the  indifference showed 
by the Government. These two places have been 
traditionally hit by storms and heavy rains almost 
every year. Despite that, the Government did not have 
any plan for evacuation, rescue and relief operations. 
The sufferings of the people of the two districts are 
more severe as the affected people are poor 
agriculturists who have lost whatever little they had 
with them. The situation became worse when the little 
assistance and  relief operations  coming on their way  
was  blocked by  political parties who  wanted to 
capitalize on the  spontaneous contributions coming 
from NGOs, and the public . When  the focus shifted 
towards the Chennai floods, they were almost left in 
the lurch.  It would indeed take them years for them to 
come out of the  huge losses they suffered. Sadly in all 
these catastrophic events, the rescue and relief role 
played by the Tamil Nadu wing of the  National 
Disaster Management Authority which has many 
Regional Offices in the affected areas was not visible.

One of the hard  but  welcome realities the floods made 
us realize was that the youngsters about whom  many 
people do not have good opinion and about whom they 
always complain  were the first to jump in to the rescue 
and relief   operations. They formed groups, 
networked, risked their lives, gave away everything 
they had without any publicity,  rescued  many people 
and took  relief materials to all the places. The  Muslim 
Organisations  that were looked with tinted glasses 
played a very important role in the rescue and relief 
operations. They opened up their mosques for shelter 
where they normally don't even permit their women 
for prayers. Without the active and prolonged 
involvement in rescue, relief and cleaning operations 
by the NGOs and different groups of people,  the loss 
would have been much more.
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Employees of the Public Sector Departments like the 
Transport Department, BSNL, Electricity Board and 
the workers of the Chennai Corporation involved in 
cleaning carried out 24 hours non-stop service to 
restore normalcy.  Most of the private sector in these 
areas closed their shops and could not be reached 
during this crisis. Our Bank too worked even on the 
holidays and ran mobile vans for facilitating 
customers to withdraw cash from their accounts.  One 
of the vans of our School was also used as mobile van 
by the Bank for distributing cash.

Immediately on seeing the disaster, the Association 
sprang to do relief work. On 19.11.2015 flood affected 
Sidco Nagar, Villivakkam was visited by the staff of 
SBOA School & JC and  relief material consisting of  
650 food packets, mineral water bottles 200 bed sheets 
and  about 120 nighties were distributed.  On 
20.11.2015 flood affected areas in West Tambaram, 
Mudichur, Varadharajapuram and Periyar Nagar were 
visited by the School and relief material worth 
Rs.60000/- were distributed.  Teachers contributed 
about Rs.42,500/- for the day's  programme. On that 
day 700 food packets, mineral water bottles 200 bed 
sheets, 200 nighties, and a set of snacks comprising of 
bun, biscuits and mixture were  distributed. 500 kg of 
rice, 100 saris and 38 bed sheets were given as flood 
relief material at Mambakkam. Bed sheets, saris and 
lungies worth Rs.7.5 lakhs were distributed at T.Nagar. 
5000 bed sheets costing Rs.5 lakhs  were also 
distributed through a NGO at various places. On 
5.12.2015 more than 475 food packets and water 
packets prepared by the SBIOA Educational Trust 
were distributed to the affected people  in Ashok 
Nagar, Gandhi Street. On 7.12.2015 flood affected 
areas of Manali Pudhunagar and Andal Kuppam  was 
visited and 575 food packets, water packets and 225 
bed sheets and 200 nighties were distributed.  On 
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12.12.2015 a mobile medical camp was conducted in 
Korattur.  Around 250 people were given medical 
assistance.

Nearly 100 students with some parents stayed in the 
th

Chennai Matric School campus from 4  December 
2015  for 10 days to collect articles like rice, dhal , 
clothes, blankets etc. from various sources and they 
were packed and distributed to nearly 3000 flood 
affected victims in different parts of Chennai.  The  
staff of the School contributed towards  the  purchase 
of 250 blankets  which were  distributed  to the flood 
affected  families  in Kalaivanar nagar, Padi. On 
21.11.2015, our Matriculation School, Chennai   
packed 1000 packets of food  and  distributed to the 
people affected by rains in the slums of Korattur, 
Kalaivannar Nagar and Koyambedu. On 10/12/2015 
Pamphlets regarding a medical camp to be conducted  
on 12/12/2015 were distributed  at  Anna Nagar  -  
Kollathur (Ganga theatre area) , Villivakkam (Gandhi 
Nagar) , Koyambedu (under the bridge), Padi 
(Kalaivannar Nagar) and Perambur (Shanthi Nagar) . 
The medical camp  with the assistance of 25 doctors 
was organized in the School premises  on 12.12.2015, 
Saturday , between 9.30a.m. and  2.00p.m. for people 
who were affected by the flood. 1570 people were 
benefitted from the camp.

On 11.12.2015  a survey was conducted at the flood 
affected areas of Kolathur  to assess the actual needs of 
the people. On 12.12.2015 a mobile medical camp was 
conducted in Korattur.  Around 250 people were given 
medical assistance by a competent medical team. 
Around 20 staff of our School assisted the work. 

On 08/12/2015, we distributed 2000 bed sheets, 
lungies and sarees to the affected people in T Nagar 
area. On 12/12/2015 and 13/12/2015 medical camps 

were held at Mambakkam.  Nearly 1000 people used 
the facility. We distributed 200 bed sheets, sarees and 2 
Kg rice bags at Mambakkam and 150 similar bags at 

th 
Sonalur with bed sheets and sarees. On 19 December 
at Sonalur again 150 bed sheets, sarees and mosquito 
nets were distributed.

At Cuddalore and Nagapattinam areas  on 06/12/2015 
we supplied 600 food packets, bananas, biscuits, soaps, 
napkins, oil, tooth brush and paste. Ramanatha-
kuppam, Arasankuppam, Gothandaramapuram and 
Agaram were the beneficiary villages. On 08/12/2015 
at Nochimedu, Pallineerodai, Thangalikuppam (N) 
and Thangalikuppam school , we supplied 1000 food 
packets, biscuits, water bottles, soaps, napkins, oil, 
tooth brush and paste. On 12/12/2015 at Kilpathi Auto 
gate, Thangalikuppam(S) and Vanniyarpalayam we 
supplied bags containing  2 Kg of rice, dhal,100 Ml 
cooking oil, shampoo, soap, mosquito coil, mat, water 
bottle, ear cap and biscuits. On 13/12/2015 at  Helan 
Kellar Blind & Physically challenged School, 
Cuddalore we supplied  25 mats, 50 Kg. rice,100 
packets of  biscuits, 5 litre cooking oil, Mosquito coils, 
shampoo, paste & brush and ear caps.
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The staff of all our three Schools in Chennai have 
contributed a day's salary for the relief operations. 
Many of them have also  spent many  days in the relief 
works carried out by the Schools. 

A survey has been conducted by the Schools on the 
affected areas for carrying out relief works. Further 
relief operations will be carried out by our Association 
so as to give the affected members some relief and 
restore normalcy in their life.

We have asked the Management to contribute a day's 
salary to the Chif Minister's relief fund by deducting 
one day's leave of all our members. Unfortunately, the 
Bank has not responded favourably to our request. 

Our members have  contributed one day's salary  for 
relief works  to the Association. Many other Circle 
Associations have also contributed for the relief 
works.  The Circle Associations of Ahmedabad, 
Kerala, Bhopal,  Delhi, Karnataka, and  Bengal  
contributed Rs. 1.5lacs, Rs. 1 lac, Rs. 1.51 lacs, Rs.1 
lac, Rs.2 lacs and Rs.1 lacs respectively. ABOA also 
has contributed Rs.1 lac 

Many Banks, including Bank of Baroda and Punjab 
National Bank have come up with interest free loans to 
their staff. Even Private Sector Banks like Kotak 
Mahindra Bank has announced interest free loans to its 

staff. Many IT companies also have announced 
interest free loans to its staff. TCS has declared a total  
amount of Rs.1100 crores to its employees as interest 
free loan. IOB has declared a loan of Rs.1.5 lacs to the 
Officers at 5% simple interest. Our Bank, the largest 
and quoted as the best employer, unfortunately, despite 
our taking up the matter has declared  a loan of two 
months' gross salary  at 8% simple interest much to the 
dislikes of the affected Officers.

We are collaborating with MIDS, Poovulagin 
Nanbargal, Agaram Foundation, The Hindu and 
Puthia Thalaimurai for long term solution with 
Government and peoples’ involvement. When man 
encroaches the waterbodies,  intervenes and meddle in 
its free flowing ways, it will not spare us and  it will 
reclaim what rightfully belongs to it.  An awareness to 
preserve and protect our waterbodies and realizing the  
dangers of global warming  and  effectively working 
towards harmonious existence with nature  will save 
the mankind from such disasters.

Source: 

Wi k i p e d i a ,  Tr a n s p a re n t  C h e n n a i . c o m , 
Chennaionline.in, The Hindu, The economic times, 
Opinions expressed by experts  in Debates on 
Pudhiya Thalaimurai and Thanthi TV.

Com. P Mohan, HLST, Chennai Zone II  
represented our Bank  in the Continental Cup- 
Beach Volleyball held at Kozhicode  from 
18/12/ to 20/12/2015. He  has qualified for the 
Pre- Olympics Qualification Match to be held 
at Thailand in May  2016 .

Our Circle won the Inter Circle Volleyball  
Tournament held  from  30/11/2015 to 
03/12/2015 at Hyderabad. Com P Mohan, 
HLST, Chennai Zone II was declared the man 
of the series. Com E A Babu, RACPC, Anna 
Nagar was the Man of the Match in the finals.

CONGRATULATIONS
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Labour Law Reforms of 2014-2015

Ramapriya Gopalakrishnan

Advocate, Madras High Court

Introduction

Over the last year and a half, the Government at the 
centrehasannounced a series of changes to the labour 
laws.These changes popularly called the 'labour law 
re fo rms '  have  been  the  sub jec t  o f  much 
debate.Employers and those in support of the reforms 
claim that the reforms are necessary to attract more 
investment in industry and create more employment. 
According to the pro-reform lobby, Indian labour 
laws are multifarious, complicated,antiquated and 
restrictive and dissuade potential investors. They 
argue that provisions such as those in Chapter V-B of 
the Industrial Disputes Act limit the scale of industrial 
operations in turn limiting the potential of industries 
to generate employment. They contend that section 
10 of the Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) 
Act restricts the ability of employers to freely deploy 
contractlabour. They point out that the present system 
of labour inspection is self-serving and that it is 
necessary to free industry from the clutches of the 
inspector raj.           

On the other hand, those against the reforms contest 
the claims about the laws being restrictive and an 
impediment to the growth of industrypointing out that 
they are not backed by any empirical evidence.The 
central trade union organizations in the country have 
all unanimously opposed thechanges announced to 
the central labour laws. They allege that the changes 
have all been announced unilaterally without holding 
any discussions with them.  They contend that the 
changes are all employer-friendly and are aimed at 
affording employers greater flexibility in the matter 
of hiring and firing labour. They also contend that the 
changes undermine labour rights. 

On account of the stout resistance offered by the 
central trade unions, the Central Government has so 
far not been able to push through several of the 
changes announced. However, some of the changes 
announced by the central government have become 
part of the law of the land and already come into 
effect. In the meanwhile, in the exercise of their 
concurrent powers to amend the central labour laws, 

the governments of several states in the country have 
either already amended the provisions of some of the 
central labour laws or are in the process of doing so. 

This paper contains a brief overview of the 'labour 
law reforms' announced by the central as well as state 
governments over the last year and a half. It also 
discusses the principal grounds on which workers' 
organizations are opposed to the 'labour law reforms.' 

The reforms

The Central  Government has proposed to 
consolidatethe existing central labour laws into five 
codes dealing with wages, industrial relations, 
working conditions, health and safety and social 
security respectively.  It has introduceddraft bills 
relating to two such codes, namely, the Labour Code 
on Wages Bill and the Labour Code on Industrial 
Relations Bill. The Labour Code on Wages Bill 
consolidates and amends the provisions of the 
Minimum Wages Act, 1948; Payment of Wages Act, 
1936; Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 and the 
Payment of Bonus Act, 1965. The Labour Code on 
Industrial Relations Bill consolidates and amends the 
provisions of the Trade Unions Act, 1926; the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 and the Industrial 
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946.

The Governmenthas proposed to enact a new law to 
regulate the conditions of employment of workers in 
small factories and towards this end, has introduced 
the Small factories (Regulation of Employment and 
Conditions of Service) Bill. It has also proposed to 
extensively amend the Factories Act, 1948 and the 
Employees' Provident Fund and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act, 1952.It is expected to announce 
changes to the Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948 
as well. In addition, it has proposed to amend the 
central rules framed under the Industrial Employment 
(Standing Orders) Ac, 1946. Amendments proposed 
to the Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) 
Act, 1971 are expected to be announced shortly.The 
amendments that the Government had announced last 
year in respect of the Apprentices Act, 1961 and the 
Labour Law (Exemption from furnishing returns and 
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maintaining registers by certain establishments) Act, 
1988 have already come into effect.  The Labour 
Code on Industrial Relations Bill and the Bill to 
amend the Factories Act have been revised since they 
were first introduced. 

The Government of Rajasthan had amended some 
provisions of the Contract Labour (Regulation and 
Abolition) Act, 1971; the Factories Act, 1948; the 
Apprentices Act, 1961 and the Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947. The Governments of Gujarat, Haryana, 
Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand and 
Maharashtra have also announced several 
amendments to the central labour laws.   

Pushing workers out of the coverage of beneficial 
labour legislation

The Small Factories (Regulation of Employment and 
Conditions of Service) Bill exempts industries 
employing upto forty workers from the application of 
fourteen labour laws. These include four enactments 
relating to wages, namely, the Minimum Wages Act, 
1948; Payment of Wages Act, 1936; the Equal 
Remuneration Act, 1976 and the Payment of Bonus 
Act, 1965; two enactments relating to industrial 
relations, namely, the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 
and the Industrial Establishment (Standing Orders) 
Act, 1946; four social security related enactments, 
namely, the Employees State Insurance Act, 1948; 
Employees Provident Fund and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act, 1952; the Maternity Benefits Act, 
1961 and the Employees Compensation Act, 1923; 
two enactments relating to migrant and child labour, 
namely,  the Inter-State Migrant  Workmen 
(Regulation of Employment and Conditions of 
Service) Act, 1979 and the Child labour (Prohibition 
and Regulation) Act, 1986 and two relating to the 
conditions of work, namely, the Factories Act, 1948 
and the Shops and Establishments Acts of the 
respective states. While several features of these laws 
have been incorporated into the Small Factories Bill, 
the fact remains that workers in industries presently 
covered by these laws will stand disadvantaged as 
they will not have not the full range of benefits and 
protection extended to them at present if the Small 
Industries Bill becomes a law. As far as social security 
is concerned, workers in small factories will be 
deprived of ESI as well as EPF benefits. Instead, it is 
proposed to cover them under schemes approved by 

the IRDA. It is doubtful whether the proposed 
insurance schemes will give them the same range of 
benefits afforded under the EPF and ESI schemes. 
The bonus payable to workers in small factories is 
frozen at 8.33% and this again is disadvantageous to 
workers. 

Correspondingly, the Central Government is seeking 
to amend the Factories Act so as to restrict its 
application. If the amendments proposed under the 
Factories (Amendment) Bill are carried out, the Act 
would be applicable only to factories where forty or 
more workers are employed and to factories engaged 
in hazardous processes or dangerous operations.  In 
the state of Rajasthan, amendments restricting the 
application of the Factories Act have already come 
into force. In Rajasthan, the Act applies to factories 
using electric power where forty or more workers are 
employed and factories that do not use electric power 
where twenty or more workers are employed.

As per the provisions contained in Chapter V-B of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, industries employing 
hundred or more workers need to seek the permission 
of the government before effecting any lay off, 
retrenchment or closure.  Such permission may be 
granted or refused by the Government after hearing 
the concerned workers and the employer, taking into 
consideration the genuineness and adequacy of the 
reasons for the lay-off, retrenchment or closure as the 
case may be, the interests of the workers concerned 
and other relevant factors. The Labour Code on 
Industrial Relations Bill restricts the requirement of 
seekingsuch prior permission only in the case of 
industries employing three hundred or more 
workers.Labour activists and scholars argue that 
there is no sound rationale for increasing the 
threshold number to three hundred.  They also point 
out that this would expose workers inindustries 
employing between a hundred and two hundred and 
ninety nine workers to the risk of arbitrary closures.In 
Rajasthan, similar amendments restricting the 
application of Chapter V-B of the Industrial Disputes 
Act to industries employing three hundred or more 
workers have already come into effect. The 
Government of Rajasthan has also amended the 
Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 
1971 as a result of which it would apply only to 
establishments and contractors engaging fifty or more 
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contract workers in the place of the present twenty. 
Taken together, all these changes would result in 
millions of workers being pushed out of the coverage 
of the labour laws that are presently applicable to 
them.

Encouraging the use of precarious workers

The provisions of the Apprentices Act, 1961 were 
amended last year making it easier for employers to 
engage apprentices in larger numbers and in more 
trades. While employers would insist that apprentices 
are only given training in their factories,the fact 
remains that in the guise of training, regular 
production work is extracted from apprentices in 
many factories.  The amended Apprentices 
Actenables employers to engage apprenticesfrom 
other states and in trades other than those notified by 
the Government as well. Moreover, persons who do 
not hold a degree or diploma in engineering may be 
engaged as graduate apprentices. The provisions of 
the Labour Code on Industrial Relations Bill referred 
to above would make it easier for employers of 
industries employing less than three hundred workers 
to retrench workers. 

While the centre is yet to announce amendments to 
the Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 
1971, as stated above, the Government of Rajasthan 
had last year amended the Contract Labour Act 
making it applicable only to establishments and 
contractors engaging over fifty contract workers. 
Governments from a few other states have also began 
to follow suit by similarly enhancing the threshold 
number for the application of the Act.  This would 
obviously increaselead to the engagement of contract 
workers in greater numbers for regular production 
work. 

Cumulatively, such changes would make it easier for 
employers to hire and fire workers at will and engage 
precarious workers in larger numbers. At a time when 
employers already enjoy much greater flexibility in 
practice than the law allows leading to a steep 
increase in the numbers of contract workers and other 
precarious workersand a marked decline in the share 
of permanent employment, affording more flexibility 
to employers is unjustified. 

Increase in the hours of permissible overtime 
work

Additionally, the increase in the number of hours of 
permissible overtime work and the spread over of the 
working day would enable employers to insist that 
their employees work for longer hours. The Factories 
(Amendment) Bill doubles the number of permissible 
overtime work from 50 to 100 in a quarter and permits 
the work to be spread over 12 hours a day. In 
exceptional cases, the number of hours of permissible 
overtime work may be enhanced to 115 hours and 
further increased to 125 hours with the approval of the 
state government.  Considering that contract workers, 
'apprentices' and other kinds of non-regular workers 
have little choice in the matter of working overtime 
and the fact that non-adherence to the provisions of 
the Factories Act relating to the number of hours of 
permissible overtime work and payment of extra 
wages for overtime work is widespread, officially 
increasing the number of hours of permissible 
overtime work could lead to greater exploitation of 
workers.                                         

(To be Continued)

AIBOC Demonstration held 

on 07-12-2015 at Madurai

AIBOC Demonstration held 

on 07-12-2015 at Coimbatore

AIBOC Demonstration held 

on 07-12-2015 at Tiruchirapalli 
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SPORTS WING GOES TO DHARMAPURI

Our Chennai Module 1 has so far been conducting 
sports events only at Chennai.  For the first time, at 
Dharmapuri  a one day Sports event was conducted on 

thSaturday the 28  November 2015  for the members of  
Dharmapuri Zone.  The venue of the sports meet was 
Bharathi Indoor Stadium in Dharmapuri.  

The sports events were inaugurated by Com R Balaji, 
Vice President in the presence of the Chief Guest, Com 
Soundararajan,  Chief Manager, Harur, Com T Senthi 
Kumar, DGS and Com A Ravichandran, Regional 
Secretary, Chennai Module 2.  Com A V Joseph, 
Regional Secretary, Chennai Module 1 welcomed the 
gatherings and requested the members to actively 
participate in all the events to be conducted on that day.  

Comrades with their family members from the lengths 
and breadths of Dharmapuri Zone totaling 110 
members participated in the events which started at 10 
AM.  Various events such as Shuttle Badminton, Table 
tennis, Carom board, Hitting the stumps, Balloon 
bursting, Kids race, Running and Walking races for 
different age categories for our Comrades, their 
spouses  and wards were conducted separately.  This 
gave an opportunity for all the members to participate 
in whichever event possible for them.  Prizes were 
distributed to the winners and almost all the 
participants won a prize in one event or other.

The members were in a festive mood and felt so happy 
that our Association had come forward to conduct such 
programmes for their Zone exclusively. In his 
valedictory address, Com Senthi Kumar, DGS pointed 

out the latest developments in organisational matters 
and congratulated the Zonal Secretary, Com Ramesh 
and all the members in the Zone.  He also wished that 
the same enthusiasm be shown in the days to come.

Com K Ramesh, Zonal Secretary, delivered vote of 
thanks.  He thanked all the participants for attending 
the events with their family members. 

---------------------------------------------------------------

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET 
AT  TIRUCHIRAPALLI
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TRAINING PROGRAMME ON SME ADVANCES  29.11.2015

The Association has continuously been equipping our 
members through workshops, trainings, study 
materials, online tests etc. to perform their different 
roles in the Bank. Of late, young comrades who have 
just joined the Bank or promoted to Officers cadre find 
it very hard to understand the nuances of SME 
advances due to lack of training . The matter was raised 
by members in different meetings and on the 
inauguration of the Youth Wing held by Chennai 
Module I .  The General Secretary, Com Franco took 
note of this and arranged for a training on SME 

thadvances on 29  November,2015 at Kamarajar 
Auditorium , SBOA School and Junior College, Anna 
Nagar, Chennai. The target group of the programme 
was the newly recruited young POs, TOs and JMGs 
who have little or no exposure in SME advances.  The 
programme was attended by more than 40 comrades of 
our Circle.

The programme was inaugurated by our President 
Com A Krishnan.  In his inaugural speech, our 
President highlighted the importance of job 
knowledge on SME advances and with a view to 
efficiently discharging the duties, such programmes 
became inevitable for the newly recruited and 
promoted officers.   Com A V Joseph, Regional 
Secretary, Chennai Module 1, welcomed the 
participants. During his speech he mentioned that the 
programme is the outcome of demand by the officers 

th
who attended the youth meet on 14  October 2015.  He 

was happy that all the participants who were invited 
attended the programme.  He requested similar 
enthusiasm for all the other activities of the 
Association.

The sessions were handled by comrades who have 
very good exposure and experience in handling SME 
advances.    Com Velappan, Chief Manager IFB 
Chennai was the Programme Coordinator.  Com SKP 
Kanagarathinam, Chief Manager, Overseas Branch, 
Chennai and Com. V Narayanan, Manager, SMECC, 
Chennai  were the other faculty members. 

To mark the conclusion of the programme Com R 
Balaji, Vice President touched upon the salient 
features of preventive vigilance  in consonance with 
the handling of all kinds of advances in SBI. The 
valedictory speech was delivered by Com Senthi 
Kumar, DGS, who advised the participants to comply 
with the systems and procedures in handling SME 
advances and apply the knowledge gained in the 
programme and also to share the same with other 
colleagues who did not have the opportunity to attend.  
He also advised that the participants  are free to 
approach the Association in case of any doubts. 

Com Vijayaraghavan, SMECC Chennai on behalf of 
the participants,  thanked the Association for 
organising such a wonderful programme for the 
benefit of the members and also thanked the faculty for 
making the sessions very interesting and meaningful.

Dear Comrade,

Please conduct the  Unit Meeting on  the first Saturday of every month. We  have asked your Zonal Secretary 
to  conduct the Zonal Committee  meeting with all the Unit Secretaries  on the third Saturday of every month.  
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State Bank of India Officers' Co operative Thrift & Credit Society Ltd

Election to the Board of Directors

Our State Bank of India Officers' Co operative Thrift 
& Credit Society Ltd held   the election for the posts 
of the Board of Directors  for the term 2015-2020  on 

th05  December 2015. Since the number of valid 
nominations did  not exceed the number of posts of 
Directors required to be elected, Shri R Venkatasubra-
manian, Returning Officer declared that all the 
candidates who filed  valid nominations elected . The 
Board of directors elected are,

Sarvashri 1. Balaji R

 2. Muralidharan M

 3. Nalla Perumal Pillai P

 4. Paulraj A

 5. Prakash S

 6. Rajaram K

 7. Ravikumar J

 8. Santhi S

 9. Sumathi S

 10. Sundaraman M

 11. Tamilventhan S

After declaring the results, as per the Multi-state Co 
operative Societies Act & Rules, Election Schedule 
No. 7, Election of office bearers was also conducted. 
Shri R Balaji and Smt. S Santhi were unanimously 
elected as President and Vice President respectively.

Opening SBIOA(CC) Library at TirupurOpening SBIOA(CC) Library at Salem
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BANKING BRIEFS

 The chief of the country's largest bank, Ms. 
Arundhati Bhattacharya  said that the SBI was 
unlikely to come out with a Rs 15,000-crore 
equity issue of shares this fiscal, for which it had 
sought shareholders' approval in 2015.

 State Bank of India has decided to scale down the 
pace of opening new brick and mortar branches in 
the country. It will open more digital branches. In 
the current fiscal, it will open only 500 branches 
against the original target of 1,000. In comparison, 
the pace of opening digital branches will gather 
speed. 250 digital branches have been planned till 
March 31. However, new branches will be opened 
purely on viability. There will also be an evolution 
of branches, from regular banking they will move 
to customer advisory services for loans and 
savings instruments.

 SBI has 12 hi-tech branches in the country, which 
have ATMs, cash and cheque accepting and 
passbook updating machines.

 Registering the steepest fall in over a decade, the 
core sector output in November 2015 shockingly 
shrank 1.3 per cent compared to the same month a 
year ago, indicating a possible hiccup in the 
nascent economic recovery and a downturn in 
industrial production.

 The government had scaled down its GDP growth 
forecast for the current fiscal to 7-7.5 per cent 
from the earlier projection of 8.1-8.5 per cent. The 
GDP growth in the first half of this fiscal (April-
September) slipped to 7.2 per cent from 7.5 per 
cent in the same period last year.

 India's central bank has asked the lenders to open 
more brick and mortar branches in villages with 
no banking facilities and with a population of 
more than 5,000. Banks have to submit a roadmap 
for opening New Branches up to March 2017  by 
end of January 2016. It has been observed that 
coverage of banking services in unbanked villages 
is skewed towards the BC model and the ratio of 
branches to BC is very low .Therefore, it has been 
decided to focus on villages with population 
above 5,000 without a bank branch of a scheduled 

commercial bank. 

 The central bank has warned that default of the top 
two borrowers could result in capital losses of 9 
per cent, while 13 per cent losses could occur in 
case the three top individual borrowers default. 
Capital losses under the assumed scenarios of 
default of the top most borrower could be around 5 
per cent, it said. Credit to top 100 large borrowers 
(in terms of funded amount outstanding) 
constituted 27.6 per cent of the credit to all large 
borrowers and 17.8 per cent of the credit of all 
commercial banks.

 In an attempt to determine the health of the 
corporate sector, the RBI analysed 2,711 listed 
non-government and non-financial listed 
companies from FY11 to first half of FY16. Of the 
companies studied, 19.4% have either negative 
net worth or a debt-to-equity ratio of more than or 
equal to two and 15.3% have a debt-to-equity ratio 
of greater than or equal to three.

 Arundhati Bhattacharya, Chairman of  SBI, 
remains the most powerful woman in the Indian 
business sector, according to Fortune India. On 
SBI chief, the magazine said: “SBI's financials tell 
the story of her successful tenure, but it is 
Bhattacharya's drive that has strengthened her 
position at the top.” “In her short career as first 
woman heading one of the oldest commercial 
banks in the region,  Bhattacharya was 
instrumental in pushing several reforms, 
including revision of terms for infrastructure 
loan,”

 In a bid to curtail domestic black money flow, the 
finance ministry has announced mandatory 
furnishing of permanent account number (PAN) 
for all transactions above Rs 2 lakh through all 
payment modes with effect from January 1, 2016. 
This is a relaxation from a proposal to make PAN 
mandatory for sale and purchase of items above 
Rs 1 lakh. Opening of a no-frills bank account 
such as Jan Dhan will not require PAN. Besides, 
the ministry rationalised monetary limits for 
certain transactions requiring mandatory quoting 
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of PAN. The monetary limits for sale or purchase 
of immovable property has been raised from Rs 5 
lakh to Rs 10 lakh, and that for hotel / restaurant 
bills raised from Rs 25,000 to Rs 50,000. Sale or 
purchase of shares of an unlisted company has 
been raised from Rs 50,000 to Rs 1 lakh.

 Shri Raghuram Rajan, Governor of Reserve Bank 
of India, has been elected as the Vice-Chairman, 
the Board of Directors of the Bank for 
International Settlements (BIS), for a period of 
three years from November 10, 2015. Rajan had 

joined the BIS Board of Directors in December 
2013. The Board is responsible for determining 
the strategic and policy direction of the BIS, 
supervising BIS Management, and fulfilling the 
specific tasks given to it by the Bank's Statutes.

 Telecom minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said India 
Post will launch its payments bank by March 
2017. As many as 40 international financial 
conglomerates, including World Bank and 
Barclays, have shown interest to partner with 
postal department for the payments bank,

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT

ORG/126/2015                           17.12.2015

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India, Local Head Office
No.16, College Lane, Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

TRACTOR LOANS: LENDING SPREE 
– A WORD OF CAUTION

We are aware of the growing need to increase business 
under Agricultural Segment, which for some years has 
been going southwards. We have also on various 
occasions brought to your notice the downward trend 
in the Agricultural business segment due to the wrong 
policies pursued in the Circle which decided to go 
slow on Agri Advances other than agriculture gold 
loan. Now the gold prices have come down and the 
branches which had been doing well in gold loan are 
having negative growth.  Hence there is an urgent 
need for strategizing other agriculture advances.   

We are happy that you have been opening up the 
segment for new business in this segment. However, 
the new initiative to go for tractor financing has been 
wrongly understood by many  overzealous controllers 
who  compete with one another in an unhealthy 
manner that creates undue pressure on the Officers 
working at Branches, which may lead to an unethical 
lending spree. We reproduce an SMS message 
circulated  by a Controller to the branches.  

“Another poor show CM Rural is mentioning that a 
Region, half of our size have sanctioned 46 Tractors 
loan .  We did 2, another 4 in pipeline.  This bcz, I 
failed to impress you on Tractor Loans.  So Tomorrow 

an opportunity to make you know the market trend.  
Tomorrow evening 6 pm at Kumbakonam Bazar 
branch our DGM is inaugurating a tractor Finance 
Hub and meeting the Tractor Dealers.  A team of BM 
and FO from 24 branches are identified to undertake 
intensive Tractor Finance and requested to attend 
tomorrow's above meeting.”

It may not be out of place here to recall the fate of the 
tractor loan melas conducted between 2004 to 2007. 
Most of the tractor loans granted during that period 
became NPA and despite various schemes for one time 
settlement, nothing much happened. Ultimately, 
majority of the tractor loans granted during that period 
were written off, resulting in a huge loss for the Bank. 
Moreover, the compromise schemes and the write offs 
have remained fresh in the minds of the people, which 
will further embolden them to not pay back the loans.  
There have been instances in the Circle where the 
borrowers threatened to kill the recovery agents and 
it's a wide known fact that the borrowers refuse to sign 
revival letters and credit vouchers.  So the chances of 
recovery of tractor loans is bleak. 

In Network I as on Nov 2015 there are 4087 tractor 
loans with an outstanding of Rs.178.46 crores out of 
which 3320 accounts are already classified as NPA 
with an outstanding of Rs.138.74 crores.  

In Network 2 as on Nov 2015 there are 6003 tractor 
loans with an outstanding of Rs.245.69 crores out of 
which 4895 accounts have been already classified as 
NPA with an outstanding of Rs.194.6 crores. 

In Trichy module as on Nov 2015 there are 3608 
tractor loans with an outstanding of Rs.123.27 crores 
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out of which 3126 accounts have been already 
classified as NPA with an outstanding of Rs.108 
crores.  

Hence we request that there should be extraordinary 
caution. 

It is imperative that we learn from our past experience 
in financing tractors. While ensuring  that we ought 
not miss the opportunity to capture sizable share of the 
tractor loan segment, we also should ensure that we do 
not go overboard by creating unhealthy competition 
among our own regions/branches which will result in  
bringing sub standard business to the Bank's books 
that may ultimately result in loss to the Bank. 

This Circle has lot of scope for agriculture.  We have 
huge banana plantations, mango plantations, other 
horticulture, flower cultivation, tea plantations in 
addition to paddy and coconut.  We also have poultry, 
fishery and dairy.  We have 10 farm sector technical 
officers.  Hence, we suggest that we do a quick 
assessment of scope for agriculture advances in 
consultation with NABARD, and come up with better 
business plan that will suit the Circle's business 
proposals.   We are sanguine that you will advise the 
controllers to exercise caution while exploring the 
market share for tractor loans.

Yours faithfully,

(D.THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)

GENERAL SECRETARY

--------------------------------------------------------------

Ref: ORG/ 128/2015                                
17.12.2015

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

Shortage of Man Power 
– Urgent rectification solicited

Please refer to our letter No.ORG/40/2015 dated 
17.03.2015 and letter No.ORG/104/2015 dated 
13.10.2015.

We understand that in most of the Circles allotment of 
Clerks from the IBPS list is over and the clerical staff 
have already joined duty.  But, unfortunately, at 
Chennai Circle which is the most affected in terms of 
man power shortage, nobody has yet reported.  Hence 

we request you to take up the issue with the Corporate 
Centre with urgency and get the allotment. 

Though there has been a news item stating that 5000 
clerks and 2000 Probationary Officers are going to be 
recruited,  no advertisement has come in the news 
papers.  The IBPS takes too long to complete the 
process.  Meanwhile, the Branches are under 
tremendous pressure due to shortage of officers.  
Availing leave,  even for emergency has become a 
nightmare.  Hence, to ease the situation, we request 
you to urgently issue a circular permitting Specialist 
Officers to handle the branch keys in case of 
emergency.  Already in some Circles this is being 
done. 

As we have acute shortage of Officers,  we also 
request you to conduct the Promotion exercise for 
JMG immediately so that the exercise can be 
completed before March.  This will also help in the 
annual transfer exercise.  Please impress upon the 
Corporate Centre that the business is going down 
mainly because of shortage of Officers which also has 
an effect on the quality of advances.  Please control 
the pressure before the cooker bursts. 

Yours faithfully,

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)

GENERAL SECRETARY

--------------------------------------------------------------

Ref: ORG/130/2015                                
17.12.2015

The General Secretary
All India State Bank of India Officers' Federation
No.65, St. Marks Road, Bangalore 560 001.

Dear Comrade,

Deferment of implementation of Career 
Development System 

In the last CNC Meeting held at Cochin on 
08.08.2015, it was agreed that there will be a separate 
meeting once again with the General Secretaries to get 
feed back on Project Saksham,  but so far we have not 
had any meeting. We,  now understand that the Bank is 
going ahead with the implementation without taking 
into consideration any of our objections and 
suggestions.  The CDS is going to have a deep impact 
in the future of the Bank.  Employees satisfaction is 
most important today for any Organisation.  The CDS 
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envisages allotment of KRAs during the beginning of 
the financial year followed by monthly analysis and 
quarterly analysis with the Officer concerned.  Now 
almost 9 months have passed in the current financial 
year.  The allotment and acceptance of the KRAs has 
not yet  been completed in all branches / 
Administrative Offices.   We understand that CM HRs 
have been asked to upload the KRAs in HRMS on an 
urgent basis. 

Under the circumstances,  let us  demand that the 
process  be  deferred to the next financial year so that 
adequate discussions can take place before the actual 
implementation.  There are lot of inconsistencies 
which require to be addressed before implementation.  
We may suggest to the Management  to  have a trial in 
selected Centres  where both the earlier AARF and the 
present CDS can be implemented  simultaneously  to 
study the difference.  Based on that trial,  we can 
discuss the positive and negative aspects which will 
have better impact. 

Your urgent intervention is solicited on this issue.  

Comradely yours,

(D.THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)

GENERAL SECRETARY

--------------------------------------------------------------

Ref: ORG/ 133 /2015          
22.12.2015

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir,

Opening of Currency Chest on Holidays
th thThe ensuing holidays from Dec 24  to 27   is a very 

rare opportunity for the over stressed Officers to spend 
some quality time with their family and children.  
However, we understand that the bank is planning to 
open Currency Chest branches on some of the 

th thholidays between 24  to 27  December 2015. 

In this connection, we bring to your notice that almost 
100% ATMs have been outsourced.  On previous 
occasions when continuous leave occurred, the Bank 
had enhanced the retention limit of cash to the 
outsourced agencies and delivered them the required 
cash on the last working day.

Moreover, the holidays occur in the last part of the 
month which normally is a lean period as salary credit 

does not take place during this period.

We would like to bring to your notice the following 
concerns relating to safety and security of the Bank:

i.  RBI Chest should not be opened on Holidays 
without proper permission from RBI. It permits  
to open Currency Chest with stringent  conditions 
for monitoring of the Currency Chest which leads 
to Officers other than Joint Custodians also to 
attend Office.  

ii.  There is no provision for keeping large amount of 
cash outside the currency chest as per the systems 
and procedures of the Bank and no infrastructure 
is available to keep cash under joint custody 
outside the currency chest.  

iii. Any cash withdrawn has to be duly accounted by 
posting the transaction in CBS which cannot be 
done as these days are declared as holidays in 
CBS.  As per the laid down instructions admin 
balance has to be increased while loading cash in 
the ATM only after debiting ATM BGL Account 
which is not possible in a holiday.  Only then the 
physical cash, admin balance and the BGL 
balance will tally.  Hence these days have to be 
declared as working days.  

iv. No specific instructions are available regarding 
the procedures to be followed for withdrawing 
and safe keeping of cash during the holidays.

Such decisions to open Currency chests and asking 
ATM Channel Managers to attend office will upset the 
quality time Officers plan to spend with their families.  
The much needed rest that will rejuvenate the Officers 
to work with added vigour and zeal will get disrupted.

While overtime for working on holidays is paid to the 
Award Staff, the compensation being paid to Officers 
is much less than the Award Staff.  The supervisors 
getting less than the staff whom they are supervising is 
not an ideal work atmosphere.  This also needs to be 
settled before Officers are requested to work on 
holidays.  We are sure that you are aware that for 
getting two Saturdays as holidays we are working full 
time on other Saturdays and when these Saturdays are 
deprived the families of the officers will feel 
disgusted.  

We request you to please issue instructions through 
the modules to supply adequate cash for loading 
ATMs on holidays also, to the ATM outsourced 
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rdagencies on 23  December 2015 itself, so that officers 
spend quality time with their families on these 
holidays and come back with renewed vigour and 
purpose to work for the Bank. 

Yours faithfully,

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)

GENERAL SECRETARY

--------------------------------------------------------------

Ref: ORG/134/2015                               23.12.2015

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office,  Chennai 600 006.

Dear Sir

UNDUE PRESSURE FOR CROSS SELLING

The Bank has been doing SBI Life business ever 
since the inception of the subsidiary. It is an 
indisputable fact that our staff are behind the 
success of SBI Life as the business it  garners is 
without  much cost on Human Resources and 
infrastructures that we provide. 

Over the years, we have steadily been shifting  our 
focus from the Core Banking Business to Insurance 
Business. This has resulted in the erosion of our 
deposits  as most of the deposits are slowly 
converted to SBI Life products. We are glad to 
know that in a recent meeting at Trichy you have 
stressed on the need for increasing our CASA 
deposits. But of late, the target for many Controllers 
seems to be conversion of the Fixed Deposits of our 
Bank in to SBI Life products for which the staff 
working at the Fixed Deposit  counters and Branch 
Managers are pressurised.  Recently clerical staff 
working in TDR seats have been called to the 
SBLCs and asked to concentrate on cross selling.   
Most of the ignorant, illiterate and semi literate 
customers of our  rural and semi   urban branches 
are easy prey to the misselling efforts of the staff 
promoting SBI Life products at our Fixed Deposit 
counters. There have been many instances in the 
recent past, when many of our customers had lost 
their hard earned money invested in SBI Life on the 
wrong assurances of our staff about the investment 
returns. One of the reasons for the spiralling down 
of the CASA deposits is our MDRTs targeting it to 
earn their honours and incentives.  

The misselling is on the rise basically  due to the  
excessive pressure exerted by the executives  who  
are paid the lion's share of the incentives without 
disclosure, taken to foreign tours in the guise of 
educational tours and bestowed other gifts . These 
factors are the reasons for the extraordinary 
pressures put on the people working down the line. 
The best part of the working hours  of staff  at all 
levels is spent on promoting and selling SBI Life 
products. The video and audio conferences, review 
meetings and  personal visits of the controllers 
completely focus only on SBI Life business. There 
have also been instances when SBI Life staff calling 
our staff at branches and threatening  them for poor  
performance. 

On many instances, Loan sanctioning authorities 
have declined to sanction even quality loans, if they 
do not invest in SBI Life.  Most of the gullible 
customers of lower and middle level borrowers are 
also targeted.        Very often, the borrowers fail to 
repay because of the manner in which we are 
forcing SBI Life products on them and also due to  
the repayment liability shooting up on account of 
forced Insurance premiums recovered from their 
loan accounts.  Moreover, the pressure mounted on 
the operating staff leave no time for them to monitor 
the quality of the loans and follow them up. The 
consequences of such forced and misselling are 
ultimately reflected in the quality of the loans, 
which turn as NPAs very quickly and  expose the 
Bank to huge loss . 

The Staff who yield to the pressure soon face 
disciplinary action and get punished even as the  
real culprits who  applied tremendous pressure on 
the poor operating staff and earned high incentives 
are further incentivised through promotions.  One 
of the young  Probationary Officers recently  
suspended  for  his  inability to resist his controllers 
pressure  to be a MDRT is an example. Another 
example is initiation of charge sheet against an 
Officer who was praised so much earlier as the best 
performer in SBI Life in the Circle and also charge 
sheeting the Chief Manager who is now Asst. 
General Manager.  

The SBI Life staff entirely depend on our customers  
for their business as they target our staff for their 
performance. The option of providing an exclusive 



BEREAVEMENT

· Com. N. Vasanthi, DM, Suramangalam Branch 
lost her father on 03.12.2015 at Salem.

· Com. D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, 
General Secretary, SBIOA(CC) lost his 
mother- in-law on 26.12.2015 at Chennai.
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counter  at rent for the space and premium for using 
our business potential  to  SBI Life to be manned by 
them, like ICICI is doing at their branches with their 
Life subsidiary, ICICI Prudential  for selling their 
products can be a solution to many of the problems 
we face. 

We would also like to bring to your notice that the 
SBI Life staff are getting into contact with the best 
performing CIF and lure them to make one of their 
relatives as insurance facilitator and transfer the 
Bank's business to insurance products offering 
higher commission.

As a subsidiary of our Bank, we are the sole 
contributors for SBI Life's performance with very 
little benefit to the Bank and without any quality 
and quantity addition to our business.  We are aware 
that non interest income is a major source for the 
profit of the Bank.  But the other income, the Bank 
earns from SBI Life does not compensate the 
resources of the Bank - HR, Infrastructure etc., that 
we invest. There is also nothing wrong in our 
helping the subsidiary with our resources to 
compete and remain the mainstay in the market.  
But it should not be forgotten that banking remains 
the core and the subsidiary does not eat away our 
vitals.  The acute shortage of staff prevailing in the 
Circle also  put enormous pressure on the operating 
staff that ultimately leads to loss of business and 
customer dissatisfaction over our services.  

We would also like to bring to your notice that 
almost every officer is being given cross selling 
target as KRA which they will not be able to achieve 
without misspelling of the product in addition to 
deterioration in customer service. 

In this context, we request you to please refer to a 
news item published in First Post on 08/12/15 about 
a sting operation done by the newspaper Dainik 
Bhaskar. It has stated that the way we do cross 
selling was against  banking, insurance and 
competition guidelines. It has also highlighted the 
contradictory instructions prevailing in the bank  
with regard to doing cross selling. It has totally 
sullied and brought down the image of the Bank. 

The RBI has repeatedly sent warnings against the 
irregular practices and IRDA has also taken up 
these issues .  Our appeal against the fine is still 
pending and there is a need for safeguarding the 

interest and image of the Bank.  

No officer in the hierarchy are to be made eligible 
for receiving commission on the sale of SBI Life 
products.  This will go a long way in consolidating 
the Non-interest Income since  Bank is already 
paying their salary and allowances. As can be seen 
in the other Insurance Companies, including Life 
Insurance Corporation of India, the Field Staff like 
Agents, Development Officers and other marketing 
executives are incentivized and the Administrative 
Set up is kept out of loop. Once the Officers in the 
hierarchy are incentivized for the work done by the 
Field Staff, the Officers in the hierarchy tend to 
mount pressure on the Field Staff. As the Field Staff 
report to the administrative  hierarchy, they are 
vulnerable and exposed to arm twisting and other 
unhealthy practices, which will not only be 
detrimental to the organization but the whole effort 
will end up as a self-defeating exercise.  This also 
leads to mis-selling which ultimately affects the 
image of the Bank.

We are of the opinion that one of the reasons for the 
poor performance of the Circle in many areas is the 
undue importance and focus thrust on selling  SBI 
Life products. It also is bringing down the image of 
the Bank in the eyes of the public as we often force 
sell and missell SBI Life products. We also  feel that 
the Circle should not be the reason for any 
regulatory action by IRDA or for any penalty 
imposed by RBI for unacceptable irregular 
business practices. We therefore request you to 
direct the controllers to refocus on the growth of 
real business of the Bank and regain our rightful 
place among the Circles as the best in the Bank. 

Yours faithfully,

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)

GENERAL SECRETARY
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Madurai
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FEEDBACK

Dear general secretary, 

I am k S Rajan founder member of s b I staff union, and 
s b I officers association. Worked behind the scene for 
the formation with late Mr. Muthu krishnan.hero of 
1961, 1969 struggles. Hats off to your beautiful and 
very informative golden jubilee souvenir. I get many 
costly diaries, but I use only Asso diary   since it was 
introduced. You are very prompt in sending it to the 
elders and arranging elders meet. Wishing you and 
your team all the best. Blessings to all. K S Rajan. ( 
service  19 11 1953 to 30 06 1995) 

krishnanmachari rajan 

******************************************

Dear Sir,

As usual, diary for 2016, brought out by SBI Officers' 
Association, is the first one to be received by me, 
delivered at my house door.  As a pensioner I need to 
go the branch and beg for the Bank's diary.  I am 
grateful to the Association for not forgetting the 
erstwhile active members.  

I was pleasantly surprised to see the book, An 
Incredible Journey.  It's exterior itself is very 
appealing. I could not resist my eagerness to go 
through it.  I have read the entire book at one go.  I was 
so engrossed that I even forgot to take the tea given by 
my wife and gulped it when she reminded me; it had 
become cold! The contents are really incredible!  The 
origin of trade union movement in the country, in our 
bank, the struggles faced in the formation and 
continuance of the Supervising Staff Association, the 
historic 1969 strike, etc., are very interesting. Our 
leaders just did not stop with improvement of service 
conditions, but rendered great service in extending the 
arms of the Association in the formation of Credit 
Society, educational institutions, Cadre Development, 
Benevolent and Relief Funds, development of cultural 
and sports wings, Literary Wing etc.  it is like a mother 
developing her child for its healthy growth in all 
aspects of life.  I whole heartedly congratulate and 
thank all those responsible in bringing out such a nice 
book.  We again mentally experience the hardships we 
faced and the struggles and battles we had to wage, the 
fine work of the Association in their struggles for 
improvement of our service conditions etc.

I was one of the handful of persons who formed the 

Supervising Staff Association at Hotel Dasaprakash in 
August 1965.  I eagerly scanned through the pages to 
see the photograph taken on that occasion.  Perhaps it 
is missing in the archives of the photographs kept in 
the office.  I have lost the one I had.  Having then 
worked in the Staff Section of the LHO, I vividly 
remember the great services of S/Shri Sitaraman, 
Muthukrishnan in the consolidation and development 
of the Association.  Shri P.S. Santhanakrishnan, then 
Staff Superintendent, extended his wonderful support 
to the Association. He encouraged and helped every 
effort of ours.  

I am happy to note that the present leadership is doing 
a wonderful job.  I wish them every success in their 
endeavours.  In this connection, I seek your 
permission to express my personal experience. I 
joined the bank on 01.05.1955.  We had to work hard 
for late hours. Payment of overtime wages had no 
relation to the hours we overworked.  It was purely the 
Branch Manager's prerogative, who again was under 
control of his bosses.  Even for not attending the office 
on a Sunday/holiday, we had to take the permission of 
the Head Clerk.  I took part in the historic 21 days 
Award Staff strike.  The service conditions of the 
Supervising Staff were pathetic when I was promoted 
in 1964 and posted to the LHO.  As a Branch Manager 
I took part in the 1969 strike.  I retired as AGM on 
31.07.1994.  My pension is only 20+k. Where is the 
justice?  Who will arrange for it?  I have over lived my 
life.  I may fade away any day. Will I be able to 
experience the justice before that?

I once again heartily thank all the concerned for 
bringing out this excellent book and rendering great 
service to the members.  

May God bless you all.

V.Sethumadhavan.

******************************************

Dear Comrade,

Thank you very much  for sending 

1.  A beautiful Diary 2016 and

2.  A fantastic book- An Incredible Journey- 50years 
of SBIOA.

A lot of incidents and photographs  of the last 50 years 
are covered in the book. I have some old photos and 
sending the same to you. Please acknowledge.
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A few things like how the retirement meetings came 
into existence- only SBIOA and the Staff Union took 
initiative by arranging 'send off' to the retirees- ,  the 
Social service wing, blood donation camps, flood 
relief works and  the genesis of Officers Mess also 
could have been covered.

Thanking you

Yours comradely,

N Napoleon M Sc.  Dy. Manager (Retd)

******************************************

Welcoming the 

Probationary Officers who  

joined  the Bank in 

December 2015 

at Pondichery.

CONGRATULATIONS 

Com. S Ganapathy Raja promoted 
from MMGS III to SMGS IV
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LABOUR'S LOVE LOST

(By G Sampath , Published in The Hindu on 01/01/2016)

At a public event during his recent visit to India, French economist Thomas Piketty 
drew attention to the “hypocrisy” of the Indian elite in the way it wanted to pursue 

capitalist development — obsessed with growth, but indifferent to welfare. 
Nowhere is this hypocrisy more evident than in the debate over labour reforms.

The prevailing wisdom is as follows: India has too 
many antiquated labour laws which hamper growth 
and investment. The need of the hour is a brisk 
pruning of this unruly thicket of pieces of legislation 
into a handful of elegant laws that make it easy for 
companies to hire and fire as they wish, and pay 
whatever salaries they can get away with. Once such 
laws are in place, foreign investment will flood into 
India, manufacturing will shoot up, and millions of 
Indians will find employment and “make in India” 
happily ever after.

From an industrial relations perspective, turning this 
corporate dream into reality requires two things: one, 
trade unions must be neutralised; two, contractuali-
sation (temping/casual labour) must become the 
legal norm rather than illegal supplement for regular 
work.

Both these are effectively a reality in today's India. 
But our legislative framework militates against it, 
leaving the capitalist class vulnerable to being 
challenged by the working classes on legal grounds. 
It is in this context that the incident of July 18, 2012 at 
Marut i ' s  Manesar  p lant  assumes  h is tor ic 
significance, for India's working class as well as for 
the investor class.

The context

Since Independence, trade unions in India have 
mostly fought modest and pragmatic battles for 
outcomes such as higher wages and better working 
conditions. But this changed in the 1990s. Gurgaon-
based labour activist Shyambir points out that after 
liberalisation, most strikes by workers have been not 
for wage hikes but for the right to form a union.

The right to collective bargaining is enshrined in our 
Constitution. Article 19(1)(c) grants all citizens the 
right to form a union. On top of it, we also have a 
Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 
1970 that prohibits employment of contract workers 
for core industrial work. And yet, the Indian state has 

either stood by or actively colluded while employers 
tried every tactic, including illegal termination, to 
prevent union formation, and kept hiring temporary 
workers for regular jobs.

In the National Capital Region's Okhla-Faridabad-
Noida-Gurgaon-Manesar industrial belt, it is 
common to find workers toiling on 12- to 16-hour 
shifts for as little as Rs.9,000 a month, for years 
together. It raises a fundamental question: whose 
interests have the labour laws served all these years? 
Evidence suggests that it is not the labouring classes.

And yet, oddly enough, the clarion call for labour 
reforms is coming not from the working classes but 
from the corporate class. One reason for this could be 
that with global capitalism yet to recover from the 
shock delivered in 2008, the only way out of the crisis 
is to tighten the screws on labour to extract more 
value.

In such a scenario, who wants a labour class feeling 
empowered to fight for its entitlements? From this 
perspective, the Manesar conflagration was a 
decisive event that has, at least for now, beaten back 
labour and put capital firmly in control in an age-old 
conflict.

The background

To quickly summarise the incident of July 18, 2012: 
an outbreak of rioting at the Manesar plant left one 
HR executive dead and 40 others injured. The police 
arrested 147 Maruti workers and slapped murder 
charges on all of them. The dominant narrative about 
this event is one of labour militancy gone wild, 
holding it responsible for the loss of life and property.

What has not attracted critical scrutiny is the final 
outcome of the larger conflict between labour and 
management of which this incident was the 
culmination: the termination, in one go, of 546 
permanent workers and 1,800 temporary workers. 
Such a mass retrenchment would be unthinkable in 
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the normal run of things. Were we to ask who gained 
the most from this sorry episode, the answer is 
definitely not the worker.

The provenance of this incident goes back more than 
a year, to June 2011. That's when Maruti workers 
began agitating for their right to an independent 
union. After several months of struggle, the Maruti 
Suzuki Workers' Union (MSWU) was formed in 
early 2012. Now, the MSWU in early 2012 was a 
different animal from the kind of unions Indian 
managements were used to dealing with. It derived its 
power from something unprecedented in the short 
history of labour struggles in post-liberalisation 
India: a strategic unity between permanent and 
temporary workers. It was too dangerous a threat, one 
that no management would brook.

According to Shyambir, “After its formation in 
March 2012, right up to the incident of July 18, the 
main agenda of MSWU was regularisation of 
temporary workers. They wanted pay parity for 
permanent and temporary workers. Their slogan of 
'Same Work, Same Pay' made them hugely popular.”

Given that around 80 per cent of industrial workers in 
the Gurgaon-Manesar belt are hyper-exploited 
contract labour, this union may have made a big 
impact on labour mobilisations had it been allowed to 
flourish. With the purge of 2,300 workers that 
followed July 18, 2012, the threat was snuffed out.

The present scenario

By October 2012, within three months of the July 
clash, Maruti had set up a new system of “company 
temps” in place of the earlier system of hiring 
temporary workers through contractors. Under this 
regime, the temporary worker will work for six 
months. Then he is laid off for five months, after 
which he may be recalled for another six months.

Both corporate commentators and labour activists 
have termed this a master stroke. While the former 
see in this a replicable model to pre-empt labour 
unrest, the latter consider it a move designed to 
prevent unity between permanent and temporary 
workers by regularly churning the latter.

In September 2015, Maruti announced a salary hike 
of Rs.16,800, spread over three years, for permanent 
workers. When temporary workers agitated for a 
similar revision, unlike in early 2012, the permanent 
workers did not back them. If breaking the unity 

between permanent and temporary workers was the 
mission, it had been accomplished.

Maruti, for its part, has presented its system of 
“company temps” as a superior alternative. When 
contacted by The Hindu , a management source said 
that “the new system is superior to the contract 
system since it is a direct recruitment by the 
company. No contractor is involved, and company 
temps enjoy all benefits like canteen food, uniform, 
PF, ESI bonus, etc.”

Not surprisingly, there has been a persistent 
corporate chorus demanding a labour regime that 
allows companies to freely hire temporary workers 
even for core operations. And the Modi government 
is eager to deliver.

The labour reforms on the anvil essentially boil down 
to two things: make it impossible to form a truly 
independent trade union; make it legal to keep 
temporary workers permanently temporary, while 
paying them a subsistence wage.

With the central trade unions seemingly uninterested 
in putting up a fight on core labour issues, 
independent trade unions nipped in the bud, and 
contract labour effectively legal, the only potential 
challenge that labour now poses to capital is 
mobilisation based on unity between permanent and 
contract workers. This was the weapon Maruti 
workers had assembled at the Manesar factory in 
2012. It's the reason why they needed to be made an 
example of, so that India's working classes won't dare 
to attempt such experiments in the future.           
sampath.g@thehindu.co.in
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Good is Not Good When Better is Expected. 

Once upon a time a very strong woodcutter asked for a job with a timber merchant, and he got it. His salary was 
really good and so were the working conditions. For that reason, the woodcutter was determined to do his best.

His boss gave him an axe and showed him the area where he was supposed to fell the trees. The first day, the 
woodcutter brought down 15 trees. "Congratulations," the boss said. "Carry on with your work!"
Highly motivated by the words of his boss, the woodcutter tried harder the next day, but he only could bring 10 
trees down. The third day he tried even harder, but he was only able to bring down 7 trees.
Day after day he was bringing lesser number of trees down. "I must be losing my strength", the woodcutter 
thought. He went to the boss and apologized, saying that he could not understand what was going on. 

"When was the last time you sharpened your axe?" the boss asked. "Sharpen? I had no time to sharpen my axe. I 
have been very busy trying to cut trees..."

That's right. Most of us NEVER update our skills. We think that whatever we have learned is very much 
enough. But good is not good when better is expected. Sharpening our skills from time to time is the key to 
success.

Whataapp Buzz
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SCHEDULE OF PROMOTION EXAMS

PROMOTION FROM JMGS I TO MMGS II   – 14/02/2016

PROMOTION FROM MMGS I I TO MMGS III   – 13/02/2016 

PROMOTION TO  TRAINEE OFFICER     - 28/02/2016

PROMOTION TO  JMGS I          - 21/02/2016

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.    

RETIREMENTS

      S/Shri Name                                        BranchDesignation 

DECEMBER 2015

1. M. Pandiaraj  AGM LHO, Chennai
2. M. Kunasekaran  AGM RASMECC Pondicherry
3. R. Chandra sekaran Mgr CAC Madurai
4. R. Balakrishnan  Mgr LHO, Chennai
5. Pradip Kr. Sarkar  DM LHO, Chennai
6. V. Muralai  CM LHO, Chennai
7. Vallabai Amirthappa Victor Mgr LHO, Chennai
8. V.R.Guruswamy  AM Pallavaram
9. R. Srinivasan  Mgr RASMECC Triuchirapalli
10. M.G. Govardhanan CM RBO 1 Madurai
11. J. Varadarajan  Mgr RBO Puducherry
12. C. Kulandaivel  AM Salem 

"We require 100 volunteers who can contribute atleast one hour everyday for  the  

Organisation as there are huge challenges.  Please volunteer yourself.  You  will be the  agent of 

change.  Please send your mobile number and email  address to  sbioacc@yahoo.com at the 

earliest.  We will start sharing with you  what has to be done  in that one hour."

WEDDING BELLS

SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life  

to the newly wedded couple.

· S o w.  N .  P o n m a n g a i ,  D / o .  C o m .  K . 
N a l l a p e r u m a l ,  C M ,  P B B  R a m n a g a r, 
Coimbatore married Chi. R. Santhosh on 
28.11.2015 at Chennai.

· Sow. G. Shruti, D/o. Com. G. Ganesh, CM, 
LHO, Chennai married Chi. S. Avinash on 
07.12.2015 at Chennai.  

The updated version of the book “Day to Day Banking”  
will be available from the 10th January 2016 at our Association Office.
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STATE BANK OF INDIA OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION INSTITUTE
Mercantile Plaza II Floor, 229, NSC Bose Road, Chennai 600 001

Phone: 044‐25340226, Fax‐044‐25340326
Mobile: 9445234870 / 8939601197
Email: sbioainstitute79@gmail.com, 
Visit us in www.sbioainstitute.com 

Classes for Banking Recruitment Examinations

Eligibility Anybody who is eligible to write Banking 
Recruitment Examinations (POs  or Clerical)

Details   Every Sunday from 9.00 am to 12.00 noon & 
from 1.00 pm to 4.00 pm.

  at the above address.  Classes will be 
conducted on continuous basis and students 
can join at any time. 

Subjects  (a) Quantitative Aptitude, (b) Logical 
Reasoning, (c) English (d) General 
Knowledge (with special reference to Banking 
Industry)

Fees    Rs.6,000/- (Rupees Six Thousand only)
   - Students can attend class until they get a 

bank job.

Materials Materials will be supplied by the Institute. 
Materials will be given only from the date of 
joining the courses. 

Mock   Classes for interview will be conducted
Interview  separately on  Saturdays from 2 pm to 5 pm  . 

Interested eligible candidates  are requested to 
send application containing details like   -  

  1.Name                                                                                                                 
  2. Date of Birth  
  3. Educational qualifications  
  4.Postal address
  5.Cell no / Phone No.  
  6.E-mail-id .                                                     
  7. Details of D.D. or Local Cheque
  The application must be sent along with the fees 

amount of  by Cheque / DD drawn in Rs.6000/-
favour of SBIOA Institute, Chennai. 

Dr.S.Vijaya      D.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev
Course Director    Executive Director   

The institute also conducts conversational Diploma 
courses for Hindi, English and Tamil

¶k§«p

Be¡Xj§p
Bú\ UôReL°p úTN úYiÓUô?

Bú\ UôReL°p JÚ ×§V ùUô¯ûV LtL Ø¥Ùm

(ClT«t£Ls EeLû[ RûP«u± úTN T«tß®dÏm)

(CeÏ Ye¡ úRoÜLÞdLô] T«t£ YÏl×LÞm SPjRlTÓ¡u\])

JÚ ×§V ùUô¯ûV LtÏm BoYØs[  Aû]YÚm 
CkR T«t£L°p úNWXôm.

JqùYôÚ UôRØm JÚ TôP ×jRLm Aàl© ûYdLlTÓm, 
CûY úTfÑ ùUô¯ûV A¥lTûPVôLd ùLôiP 
T«t£L[ôÏm.  T«t£l ×jRLeLû[j R®W úTfÑ 
ùUô¯dÏ úRûYVô] 6 U¦ úSW  CD A°dLlTÓm. 
CYtû\ R®W T«t£«u Cß§«p úTfÑùUô¯ 
×jRLeLÞm A°dLlTÓm.

JqùYôÚ T«t£dÏm 5,000 ìTôn (ìTôn _kRô«Wm UhÓm) 
C§p úSoØL T«t£, úRoÜ , ×jRLeLs Aû]jÕm CD
APeÏm.
T«t£«p úNÚm BoYØûPVYoLs SBIOA Institute, 
Chennai Gu\ ùTV¬p 1000 ìTôndLô]  Esðo DD /
LôúNôûXÙPu úUtLiP ®XôNj§tÏ ÑV ®XôNªhP 
E û \ û V Ù m  ú N o j Õ  L ¥ R m  A à l T ú Y i Ó m .  
L¥Rj§pRôeLs GkRT«t£dÏ ®iQl©d¡ÈoLs 
GuTûRÙm Á¥VjûRÙm ùR°YôL Ï±l©P úYiÓm.   
CkR 1000 ìTôn ùUôjR LhPQj§p CÚkÕ 
L¯jÕdùLôs[lTÓm.

T«tf£ LôXm - 6 UôReLs (_]Y¬ ØRp _øu, _øûX ØRp 
¥NmTo). AÓjR YÏl×Ls YÚm _]Y¬ 2015 ØRp  ÕYeÏm.
_øu Utßm ¥NmTo Cß§«p úRo®Ls SPjRlTÓm.  SuÏ 
T«uß Øû\úV úRo®p ùYt± ùTßTYoLÞdÏ úTfÑ 
ùUô¯ ¶k§ Be¡Xm, Rªr ¥lú[ôUô Nôu±RrLs 
YZeLlTÓm.

ùUôjRm 7 úSoØLl T«t£Ls A°dLlTÓm. CûY 
JqùYôÚ UôRØm Cß§ Oô«tßd¡ZûU Auß LôûX 10 
ØRp UôûX 5 YûW SPjRlTÓm.  CqYÏl×Ls ùNuû], 
§Úf£, UÕûW, úLôûY, RgNôîo, SôLlTh¥]m, 
TôiP¥fúN¬ Utßm úRûYlThP  CPeL°p SûPùTßm. 
Cl©«t£L°p ALW Y¬ûN Utßm EfN¬l×Ls, úTfÑ 
ùUô¯dÏj úRûYVô] A¥lTûP CXdLQm, TX 
ãZpLÞdÏ HtT úTN T«t£ Utßm ùUô¯ûV §\ûUVôL 
ûLVôÞYRtÏ úRûYVô] Aû]jÕl T«t£LÞm 
A°dLlTÓm.

T«t£d LhPQm

RûP«u± EûWVôP úYiÓUô?

S.B.I.O.A. Institute
(STATE BANK OF INDIA OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION INSTITUTE (CC)

229, NSC Bose Road, Chennai - 600 001.
Email:sbioainstitute79@gmail.com Visit us: www.sbioainstitute.com

Ph: 044-25340226 Cell: 8939601197

RÏ§

TôPeLs Utßm CD 

úSoØLlT«t£

T«t£dLôXm Utßm úRoÜLs



úTfÑ ùUô¯ ¶k§ ¥l[Uô T«t£ (Rªr Utßm Be¡Xm Á¥Vm)

úTfÑ ùUô¯ Be¡X ¥l[Uô T«t£ (Rªr Utßm ¶k§ Á¥Vm)

úTfÑ ùUô¯ Rªr ¥l[Uô T«t£ (¶k§ Á¥Vm)

PôdPo S. ®_Vô
¨oYôL CVdÏ]oTôP §hP CVdÏ]o

 RôUv @lWôeúLô Wôú_k§W úRqD.
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Dear Comrades,

“The Service of India Means the Service of the millions 
who suffer.   It means the ending of poverty and 
ignorance and disease  and inequality of opportunity” – 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in “A tryst with destiny”

“I am proud to belong to a religion which has taught the 
world both tolerance and universal acceptance.  We 
believe not only in universal toleration, but we accept all 
religions as true.  I am proud to belong to a nation which 
has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all 
religions and all nations of the earth” – by Swami 
Vivekananda in his “Sisters and Brothers of America” 
Speech.  

“The world has enough wealth for everybody's need but 
not everybody's greed”- Mahatma Gandhi.  

Let us look back at the year 2015. Internationally, the 
economic crisis is continuing and new forms of 
terrorism spreads its roots.  The apology by Mr. Tony 
Blair, former Prime Minister of Britain has finally 
brought out the truth that the USA and UK, supported by 
their allies are responsible for the creation of Islamic 
State and Bokoharam.  Their quest for control of oil has 
destroyed Iraq & Libya and have created terrorism and 
turmoil which is now destroying Syria.   Unless 
developed nations change their attitude and prepare an 
action plan with a common goal for the welfare of the 
humanity, things will not change.  

The refugee crisis showed the ugly face of US, Germany, 
Turkey etc and humanity came alive only after the death 
of the infant Aylan Khurdi and the photos went viral in 
mass media.

st
Dr. Thomas Piketty in his book “Capital in the 21  
Century” very clearly states with statistics that the 
increasing income inequality among Nations and People 
is the root cause for most of the problems of the world.  
So there is an urgent need to look for alternatives to the 
present policies of Capitalist globalization.  

The Paris climate summit has not ensured that the 
polluters have to pay for restoration of environment.  
There is no doubt that the polluters are United States and 
other developed nations.  They have to pay and for that, a 
global movement is needed. 

The Nairobi discussions on the World Trade 
Organisation has once again reached a dead end.  When 
WTO was created, we were told that it will bring an end 
to bilateral agreements but in practice we are seeing that 
our Prime Minister has to run from country to country to 

Wish You All a Very Happy, Healthy and 

Prosperous New Year 2016

sign bilateral agreements. 
In every trip the foreign 
countries are gett ing 
b e n e f i t e d  t h a n  o u r 
country.  Examples are the 
Helicopter purchase from 
US, Defence and nuclear deals with Russia.   Developed 
and powerful Nations always prefer bilateral 
agreements as they can easily dictate and dominate such 
agreements.   

We had lot of hopes after the May 2014 elections that the 
country will tread a new development path which will 
benefit the larger masses of the country.  But, 
unfortunately, there is no change in the economic 
policies of the Government.  100 multi billionaires of 
our country own more than 50% of the wealth of the 
country.  The socio economic survey has shown that 
90% of the population live at an income less than 
Rs.10,000/- per month.  This shows that the same 
inequality highlighted by Dr. Thomas Piketty applies to 

th
our country also.  When we are celebrating the 125  
Anniversary of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, it is unfortunate that 
the number of reported violence against the SCs and STs 
has increased by 19% in 1 year.  

Our country has a demographic advantage as we have 
the highest percentage of youth population.  Dr. T.N. 
Ninan's  book “The turn of the Tortoise” , Dr. Amartiya 
Sen's book “The Country of First Boys” and the book by 
Dr. Amartiya Sen and Dr. Jean Dreze,  “An Uncertain 
Glory – India of Contradictions” outline certain 
fundamentals for development . 

1. Quality Education has to be accessible for all upto 
atleast Graduation level.

2. The Government has to take care of the health of 
the people and not the Private Sector which is being 
used by 60% of the population today.

3. Skill development is essential for the youth starting 
from school level.

4. The Government and the Banks have to support 
new entrepreneurs (start ups) 

5. The tradition of tolerance should not be disturbed 
in the name of Caste, creed, religion or faith.

6. Gender equality has to be ensured.

The Banking Sector has played a crucial role in the 
nation's development from 1969 to 1991. Then the so 
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called liberalization, privatization and globalization 
policies started changing the priorities, leading to 
removal of MRTP Act and  encouraging large credits to 
the Corporates and negligence of small credits to 
Agriculturists, Small, Micro and Medium  enterprises.  
Now the present Government is bent upon privatizing  
the  Public  Sector   especially  the Public  Sector   
Banks  through  its  recommendations of Gyan Sangam 
and Indra Dhanush.  This will take us back to the pre 
1969 days when the Private sector owned the banks and 
credit was accessible only to the rich.  

In a country, where hardly 10% can read and write 
English well, we require technology which can be 
accessed by the majority like the voice based technology 
which can be provided almost free only by the Public 
Sector.  Otherwise Digital India will increase the divide 
between the haves and have nots.  

With privatization, we loose the reservation policy, 
promotion policy and transfer policy.  The common man 
looses access to credit.  Financial inclusion will become 
meaningless without access to credit.  Hence we require 
a massive campaign to save Public Sector.  

Within our Bank the manpower shortage and Cross 
Selling are killing the bank.  People at the top have to 
understand that in a country like ours alternate channels 
cannot replace brick and mortar branches and human 
resources.  Even in the developed nations, studies have 
proved that people want to interact with humans rather 
than machines.  Human resources of our Bank are the 
biggest assets.  Our USP is the loyal manpower which 
has to be encouraged.  All over the world people are 
switching over to people based approach instead of the 
talent based approach suggested to us by BCG.  Our 
dependence on the consultants who do not have any 
accountability and who have a fixed goal of privatizing 
the public sector is going to create further problems 
which we cannot allow.  

The floods in Chennai have given many lessons.  The 
humanity came alive.  Ordinary people irrespective of 
caste creed and religion came for rescue.  It is the State 
which is responsible for the disaster.  The political 
parties which have been in power had shown a scant 
regard for the environment.  So we have to go for a long 
term plan for restoration of not only Chennai but the 
whole of Tamil nadu and Pondicherry with people's 
involvement.  We are collaborating with other 
Organisations for the same. 

Hence comrades, the year 2016 will have  

………Larger Struggles to save Public Sector 

………..Struggles for increasing the Man Power in our 
Bank 

…………Struggles for bringing in equity and equality 

…………...Struggles for improving the quality of life of 
our comrades in our Circle through various activities and 
Struggles for making Tamilnadu and Pondicherry more 
safe with focus on environment and livelihood of the 
common man.   

We take this opportunity to thank you all for the 
excellent support, affection, faith and confidence and we 
look forward to more activities, more bondage and 
togetherness. 

Some years ago, there was a Mensa Conventin in San 
Francisco.  Mensa, as you know, is a national 
organization for people who have an IQ of 140 or higher.

Several of the Mensa members went out for lunch at a 
local cafe.  When they sat down, one of them discovered 
that their salt shaker contained pepper, and their pepper 
shaker was full of salt.  How could they swap the 
contents of the two bottles without spilling any, and 
using only the implements at hand? Clearly – this was a 
job for Mensa minds. 

The group debated the problem and presented ideas and 
finally, came up with a brilliant solution involving a 
napkin, a straw and an empty saucer. 

They called the waitress over, ready to dazzle her with 
their solution.

“Ma'am,” they said, “We couldn't help but notice that the 
pepper shaker contains salt and the salt shaker”.  But 
before they could finish…..

The waitress interrupted “Oh—Sorry about that.  “She 
leaned over the table, unscrewed the caps of both bottles 
and switched them. 

There was dead silence at the Mensa table. 

Reminds me of our Government.  Solutions could be so 
simple. The simple solution is to reverse the economic 
policies to benefit the poor instead of the rich. 

The solutions for meeting the challenges for the bank is 
to increase the staff, especially in rural and semi urban 
areas where we have vast scope immediately before the 
Payment Banks, Small Banks and Postal Bank of India 
start functioning and appreciate the hard work of our 
Officers.    

Once again Wishing You All a Very Happy New Year 
along with your family and fellow brethren.  

Comradely yours,

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary


